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Abstract 
Social networks, a new generation of sites that focus these days on global networks, Internet users are located. Based on online 
sites such organizations are working and each batch of Internet users with specific characteristics make together. Social networks 
such as media know that the possibility of achieving a new way to communicate and share content on that have provided the 
Internet.Social networks can be base of Entrepreneurship.  
Hundreds of millions of Internet users are members of different social network and hundreds of online activities on this site are 
passing daily. Relations in contemporary vision using digital services can be in the form of a network of coherent and integrated 
development tools as social networking or social networking on its website to offer. 
This feature could provide a media for a group of young persons in other countries to communicate, makes these networks to 
become a place where culture and customs can be your country to other countries to introduce and share leaves. It also introduced 
ideas to expand the community and to talk about it.  
Q & A Persian platform for scholars is a local or national social network in relation to global web media. For Persians who want 
to have close virtual relation to follow their queries and finding suitable answers. Queries can be in many fields: math, physics, 
philosophy, literature, computer and others. In this platform (local social network) we can see Iranian culture acting not against 
global culture of networks but in parallel. 
Iranian abbreviations, passwords, E-mail, notifications and other items are easy to use for Iranians in this platform. A specific 
example of localization "CHERNAB" is produced; local programmed words related to Iranian history and culture, not using 
"CAPTCHA" anymore for security of the Persian website. 
In spite of many changes and innovative items using in a localized social network, it will help globalized social nets to be 
improved to reach a smaller virtual world. 
Localizing social networks can be extended to all other countries not in contradiction to global social networks. Iranian 
experience in this field should be used in overseas with close mutual cultures. Localization of social networks can act in parallel 
to globalization of social networks, cultures will be closer and direction will be positive. 
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1. Introduction
Statistical analysis of social network sites in Iran and world 
Experts in Information technology believe in reaching aims of Information Society easily, experts of this field have 
gone toward improving websites societies and they believe that the master key is website. Social networks are new 
kind of communication of using information technology in the cyber space are growing around the world rapidly  
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Regarding report of Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA); many institutions around the world use the Internet with 
different goals and the most important of which is commercial advertising on social networks and they  operate or 
attempt to buy shares of the most important social networking across the world.  
Experts believe that the effect of social networks in the website community causes the formation of concepts such as 
intimacy and trust in the cyber space. That is the concepts of past achievement and its realization as a dream. 
Therefore, by the present expanding social networks, electronic public relations can answer all audiences in a 
twenty-four seven in the least time possible and provide the space for interaction.  
Javad Oftadeh - the webmaster of the information society - in a paper entitled "Integration of social networking 
services in public relations in the fifth Conference on Electronic Public Relations Electronic and Information 
presented the report of the extracted believes: We are in a  country, by  various public relations in electronic services 
such as sending and receiving messages, sound, image, graphics, videos, synchronous chat , advertising and Internet 
marketing, blog, share resources, surveys, electronic publishing, citizen journalism, newsgroups and personal 
information and information seeking and ... through various Web sites that offer comfort during this article. Thus it 
is predicted that by 2010 the number of web sites is going to reach 4 million social networks.  
Currently around the world, social networking movement is formed with more social network websites and the 
development of infrastructure that facilities it. Statistically, any Internet user spends only three seconds to visit a 
Web site that will make social networking to facilities survival visitors and users and make websites dynamic and 
ultimately permanent communication between the audience and the server will be achieved  
Today's expanding Web sites are available  like social networks Facebook, MySpace, and Orkut ... Equipment Web 
sites like Amazon and a bypass ... Social networking possibilities with the entire conclusion that all e-services that 
Public Relations offers in the form of social networks is also disposable.  
Through social networking spaces you can make new friends, or communicate with old friends. Forums are places 
for young people to share their own ideas and opinions together.  
What is Social network (social networking)?
A social network is a social structure of groups that are generally formed by one or more individual or organization. 
A social network works in the context of a complex information society, has effective network performance 
(convergence) and makes the image look closer, while the community is going to be a combination of multiple 
networks: networks between organizations, inter-organizational networks, private networks, network and computer, 
in addition to these cross-border networks and information highways running through the same.  
In other words, a social network, a website or collection of websites that users like or consider as the most 
favourites, and they share their activities with others in this place.  
Social networks, especially those that are common applications and in commercial places in the virtual world that 
their people have  generally brief introduction and communication between their bodies and thoughts in various 
fields of interest 
The use of social networking services, gaining more popularity day by day. Now social networking websites, after 
big sites like yahoo or MSN search engines like Google, Internet services have become most useful.  
The growth of social networks in the world
But in April 2008, creating Facebook pages to your main website in different languages that cause the growth of  
this website to be 153%  last year  
Statistics social network sites
But according to latest Statistics (Alexa), the world's top sites in terms of page views are as follows (The rankings 
are not always constant): 
1-Google, 2-Facebook, 3-Yahoo, 4-YouTube, 5-Wikipedia, 6-Blogger, 7- MySpace  
Among the top nine sites, four sites are social network sites and MySpace users has 130 million users and site 
Facebook has 500 million users. Meanwhile, Yahoo also launched the not-so-successful "360" followed by the other 
operating social network called "Mash" 
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Web sites in Iran
According to Surveys, Google, Yahoo, blogfa, facebook, Mihan blog, YouTube, Blogger, Cloob, blogs, Wikipedia 
sites  were among the websites that are mostly welcome by Iranians  In Iran among top 13 sites, four websites are 
related to social networks.  
Social networks in the world (World Map of Social Networks) 
Now social networking sites in the virtual world are so important to have the basis for drawing a new map of the 
world. Based on this site (Vincos) using statistical sources, including the Internet and Google, Alexia, Trends have 
drawn a map of the world's most popular social network in which each country is specified. Integration and roles 
that different parts of the geographic differences in messages are remarkable.  
Accuracy of this map shows that despite some views that believe cyberspace in order to develop a special look at the 
globalization of tastes with integrated use of mobile Internet use is still some local and geographic factors play a 
determining role in the use Internet Users in different countries have. Map has been drawn based on statistics related 
to the closing days of 2009. (Monthly PC World Communications, Mohammad Mehdi Mowla'ii) (Figure 2) 
Global Facebook dominance in the several continents 
Facebook, which launched six years ago, has become a giant sphere of information technology for several young 
American college campuses today. Countries in which site Facebook is in first group on this map are marked with 
green. Throughout North America, more than half of South America, large sections of Europe, Africa and Australia 
and throughout the preceding section attention from South Asia and West on the map in green, indicating dominance 
of Facebook social networking market in the world. Facebook, which until recently followed by the second group 
MySpace and social networks was America, after the opponent behind the global statistics, the United States market 
from MySpace kidnapped. Facebook Alexia in global data, then Google is the world's second site. Collection of 127 
countries reviewed, in 100 countries, Facebook has the first rank. (Rankings are variable) 
Areas outside domination Facebook
Monthly reports from the world of computers and communications between American social networks in addition to 
Facebook, Orkut and all. FAO also is significant among world fans. Orkut site when is still popular as the first social 
networking site in Brazil and India and also has a considerable fan in Iran. We can Find FAO also in some African 
and Caribbean countries, including Cameroon, Costa Rica, Mexico, Honduras and Guatemala is the first site. In 
Japan, Poland, South Korea, Philippines, Czech Republic, Taiwan, Vietnam, Lithuania and the Netherlands as well 
as social networks are the first class but not in Americans.  
Eastern Countries Looking for Localization
But if Western countries and some developing countries are under the influence of Facebook completely, and 
powerful countries claim differently, Eastern countries’ situation is different. In these countries, government policies 
designed to psychological sphere of cyberspace that focuses on Localization online environments. QQ social 
network in China (QQ) with three hundred million users, the second site in China and the world is considered the 
ninth site. China's second and third most popular social network is also proprietary Chinese and foreign social 
networks couldn’t find a way to chart the country favourites. Russia and countries under its cultural influence, 
including Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Russian social network. (V Kontakte) tells us the first letter. Former Soviet 
satellite countries in areas as social networking (Odnoklassniki) approach is very popular in Russia and Georgia and 
Kyrgyzstan in the second and first. In Arab countries  social networking  (Maktoob) has considerable popularity in 
many  countries  and  has  been  in  the  first  group.  
Iran Situation in Map
Analyst Site (viscos) written in Iran due to the limitations of the Internet in this country has removed the map and 
use social networks in the condition it is not reviewed. Previous review of this site in mid-2009 that showed Iran 
was also a green area and located within Wall But some popular social network sites such as Facebook and Twitter 
world has long been blocked and hence the use of internet statistical tools may be associated with the error. 
However, Statistics show that the popular social networking site is now Iran "Cloob" and it is among the first 20 
sites in the country. After the Cloob, through social networking site Facebook in total only 100 sites have been the 
first in Iran. 
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2. Global Social Networks:
There are many global social networks but we just discuss the most important ones to show the distributions. 
id Name Global Ranking Discription  User Registered 
1 Facebook 2 General. 500,000,000 
2 Twitter 11 General. Micro-blogging, RSS, updates 75,000,000 
3 Myspace 26 General. HTML based site. 130,000,000 
4 Orkut 69 General. Owned by Google Inc. Popular in India and Brazil 100,000,000 
5 Digg 116 General. Micro-blogging, RSS, updates -
Table 1 - Ranking of important Global Social Networks  
3. Localized Social networks:
There are many local  social networks but we just discuss the most important ones to show the distributions. 
id Name Global Ranking Description User Registered Country 
1 QQ 10 Social Network >300,000,000 China 
2 V Kontakte 38 Social Network for Russian-speaking world including 
former Soviet republics. Biggest site in Russia 
81,500,000 Russia 
3 odnoklassniki 108 Connect with old classmates. Popular in Russia and 
former Soviet republics 
45,000,000 Russia and former 
Soviet republics 
4 Maktoob 158 Yahoo! Maktoob - Arab Countries 
5 Cloob 663 General. Popular in Iran - I.R.Iran 
Table 2 - Ranking of important Local Social Networks 
Rayeshgar: Q&A platform for Persian scholars, 
www.rayeshgar.ir 
A new social-scientific network designed by Yasin Hamidi is 
a brilliant sample for a localized social network suitable to be 
used in high schools and universities.  Scholars can use it 
easily by Persian language; they can ask their query in 
Rayeshgar and will receive the answers through this social 
network. 
Figure 1 - Frist page of Rayeshgar
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Philosophy of Rayeshgar:
Facilities installed in Rayeshgar provide users a media to ask their questions and spread it into others or to share 
an interesting subject with other users. Rayshgar is free, fast and innovative through virtual world of Persian youth, 
it is always update by users. 
x Rayeshgar does have all nomination procedure like other social networks but its security is high. 
x ReChaptcha is a web tool usually social networks are using but in Rayeshgar we have localized CAPTCHA 
called CHERNAB for the first time in Iran and could be done in other countries that are eager to localize 
their social networks. 
x Rayeshgar has won the first prize in Tehran province (twelfth youth Kharazmi Festival) and now is 
competing for the first place in Iran.  
x Rayeshgar and CHERNAB have been sent and applied for US copyright. 
4. Conclusions
Leading Iranian (or other nationalities) to use western (global) social networks may cause them negative effects 
and sometimes  not eager to leave their native culture ,so in this case we have to lead them to localized social 
networks ,there would not be any contradiction in this regard and experience shows the final result is in parallel with 
globalization. We better not forget all famous social networks started in a small province and basically they used to 
be a local network. 
A good look at the latest statistics on membership in various sites, including global and local social networks will be 
useful. Statistic map below (from vincos) shows that about 75% of the world by global networks occupied 
Figure 2 - World Map of Social Networks (vincos.it) 
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